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beyond the filter bubble 

(or, how social media is changing what content is and how it works)



four things: 

the relationship that we have with media 

how this interacts with human nature 

what this means for communication 

what do to with all this stuff



it seems important to set the stage

but first, an introduction



hi, i’m jon



november 9, 2016





and then we all freaked out











this isn’t just about an election 

it’s about everything



it’s actually a pretty big deal, and not just for news companies

everything about media is changing all at once
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social media is taking over the world



social media is a rapidly maturing platform



it’s also rapidly becoming the information platform of choice
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in 2015, Facebook passed Google as the biggest referrer to news sites*

*data from parse.ly, as reported by Adweek & Fortune

http://parse.ly


so there’s a good chance even ‘website’ news starts in social





which changes how we interpret the world



it’s okay though, no one’s is

your brain isn’t good at the new media landscape









social media exploits some major cognitive biases



confirmation bias, authority bias, subjective validation, anecdotal fallacy, 
in-group bias, etc etc etc



no matter what you make, social media is going shape how it’s seen



filters and windows and confusion and opportunity

what this new reality looks like



trust comes from the expected places
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transparency + history are what makes it real to 65% of people



most of whom are getting out of context news from social media



it’s pretty hard to verify something you never read



“According to a new study by computer scientists at Columbia University 
and the French National Institute, 59 percent of links shared on social 
media have never actually been clicked: In other words, most people 

appear to retweet news without ever reading it.” 

- Caitlin Dewey, Washington Post



“Even with the best-crafted headline in the world, for every person who 
clicks on it, there are hundreds, if not thousands, who see it, digest it, and 
simply move on. People get their news from headlines now in a way they 
never did in the past, just because they see so many of those headlines 

on Twitter and Facebook.” 

- Felix Salmon, Nieman Lab



headlines, issues and topics are divided by worldview







“the filter bubble: the idea that personalization tools from companies like 
Facebook and Google have isolated us from opposing viewpoints, leading 

conservatives and liberals to feel like they occupy separate realities.” 

- Casey Newton, The Verge



information segregation



the overton window





“At any one time, some group of adjacent policies along the freedom 
spectrum fall into a "window of political possibility." Policies inside the 

window are politically acceptable, meaning officeholders believe they can 
support the policies and survive the next election.” 

- Joseph Lehman, Mackinac Center for Public Policy



but we don’t have one audience



so we don't have one window



filter bubbles + overton windows



filter windows



filter windows:  

different sociocultural groups, given different and contrasting information 
diets, end up having an incredibly narrow range of overlap in ideas they 

consider acceptable for discussion, when they engage with someone from 
outside their group.



filter windows:  

why it’s nearly impossible to have a conversation that is both substantive 
and polite with someone who you disagree with on a ‘political’ issue in 

2017



US THEMpolitical parties



US

THEM

patriotism



racism US THEM



literature US THEM



is Riverdale good? US THEM



the more we live in our bubbles, the less we can collaborate across them



what to do with all of this

creating content for now



you can’t assume shared context anymore





create without context 

or 

embed context



communicate in fractals





make content that tells the same story in a headline, in a paragraph, in an 
image, and in a page



leverage social reinforcement









‘dark social’, personal recommendations, content sharing, or personal 
subscriptions will cut through more than ‘your friend likes this’



back it up







bake the proof into the story, whether it’s your actions, hard data, or 
anecdotal reinforcement



create a message you can’t disagree with





attaching your message to the common good, if done well, finds the areas 
of overlap between the overton windows of different groups



thanks. 

attentionindustry.com 
@joncrowley

http://attentionindustry.com

